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Shepherd’s Hey (a ‘Worris’ dance for six dancers) 

 
Line up in pairs behind each other facing front, remembering that 
the dark colours are always on the left. [Process in] 
 
Introduction 
 
Light colours half-turn to change direction [8] 
When the music starts, light colours make a half-turn to your 
ribbons [right] to face in the opposite direction. 
 
Part 1 
 
Circle and sing [30] 
Circle round and back to your places, finishing with partners facing 
each other. At the same time sing (once only for 16): 
 
“We can whistle, we can sing 
We can do most anything 
We can sport, we can play 
We can dance the Shepherd’s Hey!” 
 
Keep circling back to your places [14] 
 
Taps [10] 
Facing your partner, tap a stick on the ground, clap, shake bells or 
just find some way of marking the rhythm with your body to the 
following beat. NB: The first taps come at the end of the music 
which has been playing as you travel around the room i.e. beats 
31 & 32. 
 
3-AND-4-PAUSE  
(NB: this is the same rhythm/music as “Shep-herd’s Hey”) 
1-AND-2-PAUSE-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
1-AND-2-AND-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
 

/more on next page 
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Part 2 
 
End pairs change while middle pair spins [14] 
The middle pair each spin (always to their ribbon) on the spot to 
finish facing each other again. Each of the end pairs turn to their 
ribbon and change places with the dancer at the other end of their 
line to finish facing their partners again. (The dark dancer at the 
top and the light dancer at the bottom will make a quarter-turn right 
and go down the middle of the team passing each other; the light 
dancer at the top and the dark dancer at the bottom will make a 
three-quarter turn right to go round the outside on opposite sides.) 
 
Taps [10] 
 
3-AND-4-PAUSE  
1-AND-2-PAUSE-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
1-AND-2-AND-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
 
End pairs change back while middle pair spins again [14] 
The middle pair each spin (always to their ribbon) on the spot to 
finish facing each other again. Each of the end pairs turn to their 
ribbon and change places with the dancer at the other end of their 
line to finish facing their partners again. (The dark dancer at the 
top and the light dancer at the bottom will make a quarter-turn right 
and go down the middle of the team passing each other; the light 
dancer at the top and the dark dancer at the bottom will make a 
three-quarter turn right to go round the outside on opposite sides.) 
 
Taps [10] 
 
3-AND-4-PAUSE  
1-AND-2-PAUSE-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
1-AND-2-AND-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
 
Part 3 
 
Partners pass right [14] 
Roll forward and pass by your partner on their right shoulder, 
creating two lines going in opposite directions. 
 
Everyone yells Oy! [2] 
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Partners roll back 
Roll backwards to your places. [14] 
 
Taps [10] 
 
3-AND-4-PAUSE  
1-AND-2-PAUSE-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
1-AND-2-AND-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
 
Part 4 
 
Partner pivot right [14] 
Roll forward to meet your partner, right shoulder to right shoulder 
[4], pivot all the way round them [6] and return to your places [4]. 
 
[Alternatively, roll forward to meet right shoulder to right 
shoulder for 6, acknowledge your partner for 2 and roll back 
to return to your place for 6] 
 
Taps [10] 
 
3-AND-4-PAUSE  
1-AND-2-PAUSE-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
1-AND-2-AND-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
 
Partner pivot left [14] 
Roll forward to meet your partner, left shoulder to left shoulder [4], 
pivot all the way round [6] and return to your places [4]. 
 
[Alternatively, roll forward to meet left shoulder to left 
shoulder for 6, acknowledge for 2 and roll back to return to 
your place for 6] 
 
Taps [10] 
 
3-AND-4-PAUSE  
1-AND-2-PAUSE-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
1-AND-2-AND-3-AND-4-PAUSE 
 
Process round and out [32] 
Dark colours make a quarter-turn to their left, light colours make a 
quarter-turn to the right and the pairs process clockwise out of (or 
around) the space to finish. 
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Shepherd’s Hey Calling Sheet 
(a ‘Worris’ dance for six dancers) 

 
Shepherd’s Hey (a ‘Worris’ dance for six dancers) 

 
(4/4) Line up in pairs behind each other facing front, remembering 
that the dark colours are always on the left. [Process in] 
 
Introduction 
 
Light colours half-turn to change direction [8] 
 
Part 1 
 
Circle and sing [30] 
 
Keep circling back to your places [14] 
 
Taps [10] 
 
Part 2 
 
End pairs change while middle pair spins [14] 
 
Taps [10] 
 
End pairs change back while middle pair turns again [14] 
 
Taps [10] 
 
Part 3 
 
Partners pass right [14] 
 
Everyone yells Oy! [2] 
 
 

/more on next page 
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Partners roll back [14] 
 
Taps [10] 
 
Part 4 
 
Partner pivot right [14] 
 
[Alternatively, partners meet right shoulder to right shoulder] 
 
Taps [10] 
 
Partner pivot left [14] 
 
[Alternatively, partners meet left shoulder to left shoulder] 
 
Taps [10] 
 
Process round and out [32] 
 


